ON SALE NOW 281 -

LEST WE FORGET!
They should not be forgotten… a heartfelt
thank you to all the diggers who kept us
safe and made this country the wonderful
home that it is!
AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1879 SG 01,
Wmk 6, perf 13, 3d Dull Green overprinted OS in black fine used with a
BPA certificate stating it is genuine,
Cat. Value is £600, a very very rare
stamp……………………...………$399.00

KGV
8. G18 SCARLET-RED BW 71L(2)j a
superb used example of this very rare
stamp, “rusted Cliché” being the left
unit. Catalogue is $750 but hard to
find…………………………..…...$ 379.00

9. G12 SALMON-RED ANILINE BW
71C, a superb Mint Unhinged example
as shown with Scott Starling certificate……………………………....$425.00
10. G30 CARMINE
ROSE BW 71V(1)
ia+a a lovely mint
unhinged pair of
Die 1 and Die 2 with
inverted wmk. what
an absolutely stunning item with Scott
Starling
Certificate….....$ 1,249.00

2. NEW SOUTH WALES 1854-71 OS
overprint ASC 40, 9d on 10d Brown, a
superb fine used stamp, very rare and
seldom available for………….$ 849.00

KANGROOS
3. 10/- GREY AND DEEP ANILINE PINK
BW 48B SG14 a stunning Mint Unhinged example of this very rare stamp,
has a couple of tiny very light pencil
annotations so priced at not much
more than a quality hinged example…………………………….…$ 1,899.00
4. 10/- GREY PINK SG 112, Small multiple wmk mint lightly hinged and very
fresh for………………………….$ 499.00

5. . £1 GREY SG 137, a lovely fresh mint
lightly hinged example as shown for
just………………………………...$ 529.00

11. G70 1/2 LILAC-ROSE BW 72KA a
lovely Mint Unhinged example with
Scott Starling Certificate, Catalogue
value $2,000 a very rare
shade…………………………..$1,399.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA

12. 5/- BRIDGE 1932 SG 143,
a lovely fresh mint lightly
hinged example as shown
for……………………...$319.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in—try a box today!

6. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 45, Third
Watermark, a lovely fresh mint lightly
hinged example, nice clear perforations mostly quite roughly printed on
this stamp……………………..$ 3,499.00

13. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
14. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
15.The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
16. THE ISOLATION—SAVE ME BOX…………….$749.00

7. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 138, CofA
wmk. a mint lightly hinged example
which has managed to pick up some
red ink on it’s travels as shown, probably at the post office almost 90 years
ago,
very well priced accordingly………………………………….$ 1,949.00

For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues. The list goes on and on, and no two boxes
are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

AUSTRALIAN & TERRITORY COLLECTIONS

17. AUSTRALIAN MINT
PRE-DECIMAL 1913-1965
housed in an as brand new Brown Seven Seas Hingeless illustrated album and matching slipcase. Well there
is a lot of work to complete this collection but every
stamp in the album is clearly handpicked with love and
is Mint Unhinged except for the few Kangaroo issues
included which are mint lightly hinged. I noted just a
couple of mint hinged Roos 2 1/2d third and 6d Chestnut cofa, KGV is quite nice again all unhinged and yes
mostly low values but all beautiful 20 different, from
1914 on missing the big players but does have stunning—MUH 6d Large Kooka SG 146, 1/- Large Lyre, Victorian Cent set per 10 1/2 perfect, Die 1 and Die 2 thick
paper 3d KGV1 plus die 3 all MUH, also has 9d Sesquicentenary, Thick and Thin paper complete sets of
Robes, stunning sets, 1/- South Australia, 6d AIF, Produce Food blocks of 9 both values, Cream and White
paper cattle, Navigators set complete 6, BCOF to 1/- the
list goes on and on and added bonus that all the perforated OS Kangaroo pages, KGV OS pages and all Specimen pages are included ready to fill. Well this album
new costs $180+ with all these extra hard to find pages
in face. The stamps just the better ones would cost
more than $1,600++ album as new and superb stamps
for someone who would love to get a head start on an
Australian collection in stunning condition, lot..$ 899.00
18. AUSTRALIAN USED
PRE-DECIMAL 1913-1965
housed in a Davo Australia binder with printed Seven
Seas style pages placed into slip sleaves with added
clear mounts throughout, looks great. There is a section as the front of this lovely collection which houses
Australian State Postage dues and Commonwealth
Postage Dues as well. Noted more than $250 worth of
very nice fine used stamps 77+ different, space for all
the rest to add if you have them. Kangaroos good to
fine used examples including 4d Orange, 5d Brown first
wmk. Second wmk to 1/- (5) Third wmk to 2/- Brown (9),
Small multi to 2/- plus 6d OS, CofA to 5/- plus 6d OS cto.
Large first wmk OS perforated includes 4d Orange, 6d
Blue, Small os to 2/- brown assorted wmks. KGV is
missing just 4d Lemon, 1/4 Small Multiple perf 14, all
dies and wmks are included except the two stamps
listed. Perforated OS group 19 values used. 1914 on
includes 6d Engraved Kooka, 1/- Lyre OS, set of Perforated OS commems. 6 fine used, Kingsford Smith OS
set cto, 6d Air OS, Victorian Cent sets both perfs fine
used and 11 1/2 1/- is cto, Marcarthur set (4), 1935-65 is
missing just £1 Robes thin paper but there are 2 x £1
Thick papers, note yes there is a 3d KGV1 white wattles

fine used and the complete set 8 fine used Navigators.
If you bought these stamps in the condition stated from
my heavily discounted price list you would spend more
than $1,700+ to buy them, this colleciton was lovingly
put together and would be fun to complete, to be honest a bargain buy for just……………………….….$ 749.00
19. COCOS ISLAND MINT UNHINGED 1963-2019
housed in as brand new Green Seven Seas illustrated
hingeless album and mathing slipcase. (New these
cost $250+) All stamps are perfect and the collection is
absolutely complete. My discounted list price for
stamps from 1963-2000 come to more than $950. The
collection is 100% complete for the period, other lists
for the later period are well in excess of $300+ so
$1,500+ collection including the as new album, one only
available for…………………………………………..$ 699.00
20. NORFOLK ISLAND MINT UNHINGED 1947–END
2019 housed in two as brand new—huge and very full
Maroon Seven Seas Hingeless illustrated albums and
matching slipcases. The modern material from this period is almost never in stock let alone sold in a collection as most dealers break them up for stock. The collection is absolutely complete as per the Seven Seas
albums, 100% first class quality stamps throughout the
entire collection. My prices for the early section up to
2000 would be more than $900+. Then every single
stamp from 2000-2019 are on other dealers lists for
$1,500+ -All you could add to this stunning collection
would be the White paper Ball Bay set and the 10/- Bird
Specimen (there are no pages for them in these albums) So the albums new would cost more the $700+,
do your sums and this now comes to over $3,000++ for
everything listed, rushing out the door at…….$ 1,299.00
AUSTRALIA POST YEARBOOKS
*These are our prices for the Australia Post yearbooks
complete with MUH stamps, all listed in stock now!
21. 1981 complete with stamps……………….. …………$11.00
22. 1982 complete with stamps…………………………...$11.00
23. 1984 complete with stamps ………... ………………..$16.00
24 . 1985 complete with stamps…………………………….$14.00
25. 1988 complete with stamps……………………………$22.00
26. 1989 complete with stamps ………………………….. $23.00
27. 1990 complete with stamps……………………………$25.00
28. 1991 complete with stamps …………………………..$18.00
29. 1992 complete with stamps…………………………...$25.00
30. 1993 complete with stamps …………………………..$21.00
31. 1997 complete with stamps …………………………..$25.00
32. 1998 complete with stamps …………………………..$26.00
33. 2000 complete with stamps …………………………..$43.00
34. 2003 complete with stamps ………………………….. $30.00
35. 2004 complete with stamps……………………………$40.00
36. 2009 complete with stamps……………………………$65.00
37. 2020 complete with stamps ………………………… $ 145.00

